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Abstract. Internet network is not something new today. In almost every place like 

corporate, education, offices and even public places, have also found the Internet to 

facilitate the flow of information.In the daily life of the Internet network becomes one 

of the important needs. With the Internet network, it will be easier for us in terms of 

sharing of data and information. Computer network security system has become a major 

part of an important and need to be considered in an agency, as reported in some media 

either inside or outside the country, there has been a phenomenon WannaCry malware 

attacks in several countries, including Indonesia. This WannaCry malware attacks 

spread and massive character and attacking computer connected to the internet, to 

provide protection or protection on an Internet network to avoid the various external 

threats in order to avoid WannaCry malware attacks by using application Spreading 

Malware Detection and Prevention Based WannaCry Short Message Service. From the 

test results have shown that the system is capable of detecting interference or intrusion 

into the network connected to the network and the Internet through a router to the 

rejection of the action and then send alerts in the form of a short message via Short 

Message Service to the network administrator phone. 

 

1. Introduction 

Almost no aspects of human life can separated from technology. Especially computer technology as it 

can see from the widespread use of computers. Advances in communications technology have an 

influence on the development of data processing, data from one place sent to another place by means 

of telecommunications, computer networking is not something new today, almost every company and 

there is a government agency computer networks to facilitate the flow of information. Internet are 

gaining popularity today is a giant computer network which is a computer network and can interact, so 

that within a few years the number of network users who are members of the Internet doubled. 

Polytechnic of Bengkalis is one of the agencies whose activities supported by a network of internet in 

daily activities ranging from data processing, information systems, Mail Server, Web Server and several 

other functions. UPT-Computer as network administrators who manage the Internet network on the 

campus of Polytechnic of Bengkalis build network security systems by implementing Firewall and 

Proxy Server. Security with Firewall and Proxy Server system is sometimes still a gap for hackers, 

viruses, and so on to gain entrance into the existing network system using a variety of tools to bypass 

the firewall and proxy servers are used. 

As reported in several media either inside or outside the country, there has been a phenomenon 

WannaCry malware attacks in several countries, including Indonesia. Malware attacks from WannaCry 

it is spread and massive and infect a computer connected to the internet. Therefore, to improve network 

security systems on campus Polteknik State Bengkalis one solution that used to help administrator in 

monitoring the condition of the network, analyzing packets and prevent anything that can harm the 

tissue is to use an application Spreading Malware Detection and Prevention Based Wannacry. 

This system will detect interference or intrusion into the network connected to the Internet network, a 

warning mechanism is by way of sending messages to mobile phones in the form of SMS administrator. 
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The technology used to send Short Message Service is to utilize the Short Message Service Gateway. 

With the alert via Short Message Service, a security system would be better. 

2. Method 

The study had stage-by-stage settlement is structured in a research procedure. Research procedure starts 

with identifying the problem, at this stage, will be presented the stages that done in the system design. 

The stages on design of this system are the preparation, planning, design, implementation, operation, 

and optimization as shown in Figure 1. 

  

 
 

Figure 1 Stages in system design. 

2.1. Preparation phase 

At this stage, preparations will be made to establish the needs or data that will be used to design the 

proposed system. As for the preparations to be done is to collect research data such as ports that are 

frequently accessed by malware and Determining the software that will be used to design the system. 

 

2.2. Planning phase 

Phase Plan (planning) to identify the network requirements based on destination, amenities, and user 

needs. This phase describes the characteristics of a network, which aims to assess the network, perform 

gap analysis on the best design of an architecture, by looking at the behavior of the operational 

environment. A project plan was developed to manage tasks (tasks), the parties responsible, stepping 

stones (milestones), and all the resources to undertake the design and implementation. Project planning 

should be in line with the scope (limitations), cost and resource parameters that are tailored to business 

needs. The project plan is followed (and renewed) during the phases in the cycle. 

 

 

 

2.3. stage Design 

Network design developed based on technical requirements, and business acquired from previous 

conditions. Network design specifications is a design that is comprehensive and detailed, which meet 

the technical and business requirements today. The network should provide availability, reliability, 

security, scalability and performance. Results designs include network diagrams and a list of equipment. 

The project plan must be constantly updated, with more detailed information to be implemented. Once 

the design phase is completed, the implementation phase begins 

 

 

2.4.Implementation of phase 

In this phase, new appliances do installation and configuration, appropriate design specifications. These 

new devices will replace or add to the existing infrastructure. Project planning must also be followed 

during this phase, if there is a change should be addressed at the meeting (meeting), with the necessary 
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approvals to proceed. Each step in the implementation, should include a description, detailed guidelines 

for the implementation, the estimated time for implementation, evaluation (rollback) measures if there 

is a failure, and other information as additional references. As the changes have been implemented, the 

stage is also a testing step, before moving to the operational phase (phase Operate) 

 

2.5. Operational phase 

Operational phase is to maintain daily activities resilience network. Operations include management 

and monitoring of network components together components, maintenance routing, manage the 

activities of the upgrade, manage performance, identify and correct network errors. This stage is the 

ultimate test for the design stage. During operation, network management should monitor the stability 

and performance of the network, error detection, correction configuration and performance monitoring 

activities, which provides preliminary data for the next phase, namely the phase of optimization 

(optimize phase). 

 

2.6. Phase Optimization 

The optimization phase, involving a proactive awareness by identifying network management and 

resolve problems before they affect network issues. Optimization phase, allowing to modify the design 

of the network, if too many network problems that arise, and also to fix the performance problems, or 

to solve the problems in the application (software). Requirements-requirement for the modified network 

design directs the development of the network, back to the beginning of the life cycle in phase models 

PPDIOO 

3. Research Result 

Figure 1 shows that there is a system designed to monitor the network traffic flow that occurs in the 

router. The flow of traffic in the flow monitoring is at the port. The system will detect ports passing 

through the router. Therefore, there are multiple ports indicated as the commonly used ports on the 

spread of malware such as Wannacry. The ports indicated as ports used, as a stream of malware is port 

137, 138, 139, 445 and 3389. Therefore, when there is a flow from the ports, then the system will take 

action. The action taken is to close the port and simultaneously sends flow information contains no 

malware. The information sent via Short Message Service Gateway. Users will receive information in 

the form of Short Message Service. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Results Design System. 

 

 

The process flow looks like the following picture 
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Figure 2 Flowchart of system design. 

 

igure 2 shows the flow of the proposed process. In the diagram shows some of the processes used 

starting from the detection port. Port detection used to detect whether there is a network that passes 

through the ports in the selection. If there is a network that passes through the ports selected then the 

system will send information in the form of a Short Message Service via Short Message Service 

Gateway. 

 

Figure 3 shows the ports that often used by malware like Wannacry. So these ports used to detect 

malware. 

 
Figure 3 Block SMB. 
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Figure 4 shows the contents of Short Message malware detection results. When there is malware that 

infiltrate into the router, the router will block these sites then the router will send an SMS containing 

that no malware infiltrated the network through the Short Message Service gateway. 

  

 
Figure 4 Short Message malware detection results 

 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

Of the system that produced show, which the system is able to detect malware infiltrating through the 

router, as for ports that are often passed malware that is 137, 138, 139, 445 and 3389. Ports used to 

detect malware that goes through the network. The system is designed to make web-based applications 

built using web programming languages like html, php, css, web applications are built are placed on a 

server or hosting. The application used to monitor a proxy router. So that when there are access ports 

(137, 138, 139, 445 and 3389) on the router, the system will take action that is sending information to 

the administrator or other parties via Short Message. Short Message  will be sent by using Short 

Message Service Gateway. 

There is a downside of the proposed system is that all the networks will access or pass through ports 

which have been determined (137, 138, 139, 445 and 3389) will be considered as malware activity. So 

this system cannot distinguish between that which passes through the ports malware is malware or 

not. 
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